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Introduction

or ■■■

Even in Japan・・・
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Letʼs see the world with numbers
・In the world

・In Japan

196 countries

7,000 languages

12,000 foreign children go to school 

3.5% couples are international marriage 

illustration: Irasutoya(________, 20??, par. ?)



4 questions

1. What are the benefits and matters of cultural 
diversity?

2. Why do cultural misunderstandings happen?

3. How do we avoid misunderstanding?

4. What is the most important thing for cultural 
understanding?



1. What are benefit and matter of cultural diversity?

-benefit-
“Thousands of different cultures give us thousands of different ways of seeing the world and 
thousands of unique sets of knowledge.”

Ex. The medicines for Malaria were made by mixing the original plants

in different two countries.

-matters-
• many cultures are facing risks of extinction now.

• the possibility of cultural misunderstandings in cross-cultural communication

Gavin (2014, 
5:06~5:21)



2.Why dose cultural misunderstanding happen?

1）Because we believe that our culture common sense is absolutely right.

“Our culture acts as a lens through which we look at the world. As if you put on a pair of 
sunglasses with pink lenses, everything will take on a pink tint. If the lenses are green, then the 
world will take on a green tint.”

The Critical Thinking
Consortium, 2011, para.8-9
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2）Because the attitudes and preferences of communication differ depending on 
culture.

3 situations where cross-cultural communication breaks down

eliciting ideas surfacing disagreement giving feedback

“I think many of us have so many questions to ask, but I think we have few. 
Few people to answer them.”          “American are not kind for me.” 

<A sad misunderstanding example>

(National Geographic, 2009, 2:18~2:22) 
illustration: Irasutoya
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3.How do we avoid misunderstandings?

☆5 ways to avoid mistakes in cross-cultural communication

① “Assume Good Intentions”

② “Ask Clarifying Questions”

③ “Don’t Trust Your Intuition”

④ “Slow Down!”

⑤ “Take a Reality Check. And Then Do it Again”

(International Relations EDU,2019)

Australian pronounce
/təˈdai/

I thought “to die...?”
How scare is!

↓
But actually they said

“today”
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3.How do we avoid misunderstanding?

☆ 5 ways to avoid mistakes in cross-cultural communication

① “Assume Good Intentions”

② “Ask Clarifying Questions”

③ “Don’t Trust Your Intuition”

④ “Slow Down!”

⑤ “Take a Reality Check. And Then Do it Again”

(International Relations EDU, 2019)

×Do you...?／ Are you...?

↓

◎What do you...? ／How do you...?

pictures: EDU(2019) website



The power of nonverbal postures

nonverbal postures

Body 
language

Facial 
expression

Tone of 
voice

“even blind people make the victory pose 
when they reach a goal after running.”

Amy Cuddy, 
2012, 4:32~5:12
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4.What is the most 
important thing for 
cultural understanding?



“Helping all children and young people understand difference encourages them to feel good about who they 
are, where they fit in the world and appreciate diversity in others.”

Australian Government 
(2020, para. 1)

-Important things-

l A teacher has to educate cultural diversity very carefully to avoid 
misunderstandings and discriminations in the class.

l A teacher should promote childrenʼs respect for diversity depending on a 
studentʼs age.

-Example-

AU
STA

RA
LIA

CA
NAD

A
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CONCLUSION
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THANK YOU FOR  LISTENING
AND

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
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